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INTRODUCTION: Cardiac motion is a complex phenomenon related to several myocardial properties e.g. fibre structure, electrical activation, force 
development and the availability of energy substrates. Normal myocardial motion in the flow distribution area of a particular coronary artery indicates 
normal blood flow and normal metabolism and is thus an important feature to look for in all cardiac evaluations. For a long time, the assessment of 
myocardial motion has been purely qualitative, based on a visual impression of the amplitude and coordination of segmental wall motion. In MRI, 
tagging (e.g. CSPAMM) has allowed noninvasive visualization of tissue deformation but quantification has been complicated, temporal resolution 
low and the tagging information has frequently been insufficient for the analysis of diastolic motion. In echocardiography, ultrasound reflectors in 
tissue allow the tracking of local velocities in 2D (speckle tracking, a term taken from optics and astronomy), enabling the calculation of 2D strain 
[1]. b-SSFP images lack speckle in the myocardium and thus require other features to track velocity and deformation. The speckle tracking software 
used in echocardiography has been adapted (Tomtec GmbH, Germany) for the analysis of b-SSFP cine images by the addition of M-mode tracking of 
the endocardium and other techniques. Here, we present our experiences with this Feature tracking software in patients with transmural myocardial 
infarction.  
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Ninety-nine patients admitted for primary PCI of ST-elevation myocardial infarction were studied with late gadolinium 
enhancement MRI 6 weeks post infarction. From this cohort, 17 patients with infarct transmurality exceeding 70% in at least two segments of the 
LAD perfusion area were included and compared with 13 patients that had undergone PCI in the same study but lacked myocardial scar. For analysis, 
b-SSFP cine images were converted to avi-files and analysed with the computer software. All MRI studies were recorded on a clinical Philips 
Achieva 1.5 T scanner. For infarct determination, an IR-segmented k-space gradient echo sequence was used with TE = 1.3 ms, TR = 4.4 ms and TFE 
factor 43. In total 17 slices were acquired with a thickness of 5 mm (overcontiguous). Cine images were acquired with a standard b-SSFP sequence 
with TE 1.63ms, TR 3.3 ms, FOV 320x320mm, Sense factor 2. Thirty phases were reconstructed per heart beat. Infarct size and transmurality was 
assessed using “Segment” (freeware, http://segment.heiberg.se). Infarct size was expressed in ml and as a percentage of left ventricular mass. 
Transmurality was assigned area based, 6 segments in each view (2-3-4-chamber) and expressed in categories, >75%, 50-74%, 5-49% and <5% for 
segments belonging to the LAD perfusion area (segments 1,2,7,8, 12-16 according to the AHA 16-segment model). The avi-files were loaded into the 
feature tracking software and the endo- and epicardium of the left ventricle outlined. If the tracking was deemed unsatisfactory, a new outline was 
drawn. The software analyzed 49 tracking points along the endocardium. The result was displayed as averages per segment in a viewport on screen, 
but more detailed values could be obtained as an Excel export.  
 

Measurements were performed either along a tangent to the 
endocardium – longitudinally - or at a 90 degree angle to the 
tangent - radially. Parameters analyzed were velocity, 
displacement and strain. Comparisons were made between the 
LAD-segments of the two patient groups.  
 
RESULTS: 27 pts were men and 3 women. Mean age was 64+12 
yrs. Scar size was on average 31+21ml, or 17+8% of 
myocardium. Motion analysis was possible in all patients. 
Tracking quality was best in the radial direction. Radial velocity, 
displacement and strain were all significantly lower in the 
infarct segments belonging to the LAD perfusion area compared 
with the corresponding segments in patients without scar 
p<0.001). Significant differences were seen between segments 
with different degrees of transmurality (Anova). In longitudinal 
measurements, scar segments differed from control, but no 
significant differences were seen between segments with various 
degree of transmurality. 
 
Transmurality >75 50-74 5-49 <5 Control 
Strain_radial % 21.7+18.0 29.1+16.8 32.5+16.8 45.3+20.2 71+27.2 
Velocity_radial cm/s 1.0+1.4 1.4+1.7 1.7+1.8 2.6+1.6 3.4+1.2 
Displacement_radial mm 2.1+2.4 2.9+2.6 3.7+3.1 5.2+3.2 7.1+2.3 
Strain_longitudinal % 9.1+6.4 10.7+5.6 9.5+6.3 12.8+7.4 23.3+7.2 
Velocity_longitudinal cm/s 1.8+0.9 1.8+1.7 1.2+1.5 2.1+1.8 2.2+1.4 
Displacement_longitudinal mm 3.0+1.6 3.2+3.0 2.1+2.4 3.2+3.3 4.0+3.4 
 
DISCUSSION: Reduction in wall motion is the hallmark of myocardial damage. The gold standard of scar determination is late gadolinium 
enhancement, which requires the injection of gadolinium-based contrast[2]. With the presented method, it is possible to detect scar segments with 
various transmurality already from an analysis of cine MRI, without the need for the administration of gadolinium-based contrast. Further studies are 
needed for determining the predictive value of this method in individual patients. 
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